Bluž, Naždur
Age 42
Navy, Engr 1; Scout, Courier 2
Promo Term 26
HW: Kamaj

Qualifications: Astrogation, Comms, Diplomat, Engineer (PP, MD, LS), Life Science (Biology), Medic, Mechanical, Pilot (Spacecraft), Sensors, Survival, Zero G

1: Forced out of the Navy after causing death of crewman. Plead Guilty.
2: Rescue - Failed
3: Alien Contact - Classified
4: Jumped by Pirates - Decorated
5: Route.
6: Alien Contact - Classified

Burns, Ellen, MD
Age 42 F
HW: not yet defined; no HW skills.

Qualifications: Comms, Medic, Investigate, Life Science (Cybernetics, Psionicology), Persuade, Physical Science (Chemistry), Social Science (Psychology),

1 Breakthrough in limb reattachment prep
2 Secret Project 94B
4 Debunk a Charlatan
6 Victim of Home invasion.

Choi, Sawan, Cpl
Age 33 F
HW: Sheboygan
Scholar Scientist 3, Sp.Pat Tech 1
P T1234

Qualifications: Admin, Engineer (JD), Investigate, Physical Science (Physics), Vacc Suit 1

1 Secret Physics Project
2 Prestigious Prize - Concordat Physics Prize
3 Accused of crime; Not convicted, but broke

Dagger, Dirk, Ensign, Scout
Age 50
HW: Alfar Ni
Navy, Engr 4; Scholar, Field Scientist 1; Scout, Survey 3
Pr T12 67 Comm T3
TAS

Qualifications: Astrogation, Computer, Engineer (JD), Gun Combat (Pistol), Gunner (Turret), Mechanic, Melee (blade), Persuade, Physical Science (Physics), Recon, Sensors, Space Science (Planetology), Steward, Survival, Vacc Suit

1: Foil crime aboard. Enemy, +2 Adv
2 Diplomatic Mission.
3: Op to abuse position. Refuse, +2Adv
4 Diplomatic Mission
5 Expedition goes wrong, job lost
6 Survey Route -
7: Rescue Success.
8: Exemplary Service

Harker, Nathaniel Thorsten, Corporal
Age 20 M
HW: Kamaj, Ga Hi
Promotion Term 1

Qualifications: Gunnery (Turret), Vacc Suit

1: Secret Mission - Project 35Z

McCree, Rhonda, Lt
Age 31
Homwworld Kamaj - Mainlander
Patrol, Trooper 1t
Commission in term 1
Qualifications: Guner (Missile), Leadership, Remote Ops, Tactics (ground), Zero G

1: Haz Mission

**Novaya, Celia, Lt**
Age 23 F
Homeworld Coatl
Patrol, Trooper 1t
Commission in term 1
Gun Combat (Rifle, Heavy Wpns), Leadership, Medic, Vacc Suit, Zero G

1: Vacc Suit Training

**Quincy, Jonas Jonathon, Lt**
Age 31
Homwworld Quetzal
Navy, Line 3t
Commission in term 1
Promotions in terms 2,3
Qualifications: Admin, Astrogation, Computer, Gunner (turret), Vacc Suit, Zero G

1: NE- Save Crewman, Ally
2: Astroid Belt Duty
3: Advanced Training Computer

**Tuit, Zari, Private**
Age 19 F
Homeworld: Racine.
Left Bank, Uplands.
Space Patrol Tech 0

1. Shore Duty - Admin
2. Border Worlds tour.
3. Cause death of 2 Crew in order to save the ship
5. Major Space Battle - The Argor Band
6. Hazardous mission
7. Action Vs Pirates
8. Hazardous mission
10. Captured by pirates

**Tuit, Shelton Meyer, Top Sergeant**
Age 62
Homewo...
STOP

END OF PLAYER INFORMATION
**NPC Roster.**

**Bluž, Naždur**  
Age 42 f  6 6 8 9 E 8  
Navy, Engr 1  
Scout, Courier 5  
Promo Term 26  
HW: Kamaj, Ga Hi  

Animals (Farming)  
Astrogation 1  
Comms 1  
Diplomat 1  
Engineer (PP) 1  
Engineer (MD) 1  
Engineer (LS) 1  
Gunner  
Gun Combat  
Life Science (Biology) 1  
Medic 1  
Mechanical 1  
Pilot (Shuttle)  
Pilot (Spacecraft) 1  
Sensors 1  
Streetwise  
Survival 1  
Social Science  
Vacc Suit  
Zero G 1

1: Forced out after causing death of crewman.  
   Guilty.  
2: Rescue - Failed - Enemy  
3: Botched alien contact - Rival 1  
4: Jumped by Pirates - Rival, Escaped  
5: Route.  
6: Alien Contact - Contact (Simian)

**Burns, Ellen, MD**  
Age 42 F  3 9 6 8 C 8  
HW: not yet defined; no HW skills.  
Scholar Physician 6  
Promo Term: 245

Comms 1  
Computer 0  
Diplomat 0  
Investigate 2  
Life Science (Cybernetics) 2  
Life Science (Psionicology) 2  
Medic 2  
Persuade 2  
Social Science (Psychology) 1  
Physical Science (Chemistry) 1

1 Breakthrough in limb reattachment prep  
2 Secret Project 94B - Cybernetics  
3 Research stalls on 94B  
4 Debunk a Charlatan  
5 Criminal Underworld contact  
6 Victim of Home invasion.
Choi, Sawan, Corporal
Age 33 F  885C85
HW: Sheboygan  Ga, Lo
Scholar Scientist 3, Sp.Pat Tech
P T1234
KCr 180
Admin 1
Animals
Comms
Computers
Diplomat
Engineer (JD) 4
Gun Combat
Medic
Investigate 1
Physical Science (Physics) 4
Sensors
Social Science
Vacc Suit 1
Zero G

1 Secret Physics Project
2 Prestigious Prize (DM+1 1xB)
3 Accused of crime; -1 benefit
4 Ally - Top Sgt Tuit

Tuit's Mistress

Dagger, Dirk, Ex-Ensign, Ex-Researcher, Scout
Age 50 m  7 6 5 B B 7
HW: Alfar Ni
Navy, Engr 4; Scholar, Field Scientist 1; Scout, Survey 3
Pr T12 67 Comm T3
TAS

Astrogation 1
Comms
Computer 1
Diplomat
Engineer (JD) 3
Gun Combat (Pistol) 1
Gunner (Turret) 1
Investigate
Mechanic 2
Medic
Melee (blade) 1
Persuade 2
Physical Science (Physics) 2
Pilot
Recon 1
Sensors 1
Social Science
Space Science (Planetology) 1
Steward 1
Survival 1
Vacc Suit 1
Zero G

1: Foil crime aboard. Enemy, +2 Adv
2 Diplomatic Mission.
3: Op to abuse position. Refuse, +2Adv
4 Diplomatic Mission
5 Expedition goes wrong, job lost
6 Survey Route -
7: Rescue Success.
8: Exempary Service
Harker, Nathaniel Thorsten, Corporal
Age 20 M 7 7 7 9 A 2
HW: Kamaj, Ga Hi
Promotion Term 1

Animals 0
Art (Singing) 0
Gun Combat 0
Gunnery (Turret) 1
Investigate 0
Medic 0
Sensors 0
Streetwise 0
Steward 0
Trade (Construction) 0
Vacc Suit 1
Zero G 0

1: Secret Mission - Project 35Z

McCree, Rhonda, Lt
Age 23 7 6 6 8 5 9
Homwworld Kamaj - Mainlander
Patrol, Trooper 1t
Commission in term 1

Guner (Missile) 1
Investigation
Leadership 1
Medic
Pistol
Remote Ops 1
Sensors
Tactics (ground) 1
Vacc Suit
Zero G 1

1: Haz Mission

Tuit's Ex-Wife
NPC Roster.

**Novaya, Celia, Lt**
Age 23 F 5 B 9 5 A 7
Homeworld Coatl
Patrol, Trooper 1t
Commission in term 1

- Gun Combat (Rifle) 1
- Gun Combat (Heavy Wpns) 1
- Investigation
- Leadership 1
- Medic 1
- Sensors
- Tactics (ground)
- Vacc Suit 1
- Zero G

1: Vacc Suit Training

Tuit's Ex-Wife

**Quincy, Jonas Jonathon, Lt**
Age 31 m 8 8 3 9 B 7
Homeworld: Quetzal, Hi, In, Na
Navy Line 1
Promo in term 23
Commission in term 1

- Admin 1
- Carousing 0
- Astrogation 1
- Computer 1
- Gun Combat (Slug Pistol)
- Gunner (turret) 1
- Leadership 1
- Mechanic
- Melee (Blade) 1
- Pilot (Ship)
- Streetwise 0
- Tactics (Naval)
- Trade (Space Construction)
- Vacc Suit 1
- Zero G 1

1: NE- Save Crewman, Ally
2: Astroid Belt Duty
3: Advanced Training Zero G
Tuit, Shelton Meyer, Top Sergeant
Age 62 m C 8 9 F 7 3
Homeworld, Aurora, Lo Na
Space Patrol Tech 6 Trooper 5
Promo in term: 2346789AB
TAS, ACR, Private Estate on Aurora, before the crash, KCr90
Admin 2
Athletics (Strength) 2
Gunnery 2
Computers 4
Gun Combat (Slug Rifle) 1
Investigate 0
Mechanical 2
Medic 0
Melee (Blade) 1
Pilot (Ships) 2
Survival 0
Sensors 4
Tactics (Military) 1
Tactics (Naval) 1
Vacc Suit 1
Zero G 1

1. Shore Duty - Admin
2. Border Worlds tour. (NS)
3. Cause death of 2 Crew in order to save the ship (NS)
4. Romantically involved with a fellow SP member (NS)
5. Major Space Battle - Specialty Skill - The Argor Band
6. Hazardous mission - Gnny
7. Action Vs Pirates - Zero G
8. Hazardous mission - Gnnv
9. Romantic Relationship Ends Badly - TopSgt Denisha Hazenka, Rival
10. Captured - Melee
11. Scandal - Polygamist

Tuit, Zari, Private
Age 19 F 9 B 9 A A C
Homeworld: Racine. Ag Ga Lt Ni
Left Bank, Uplands.
Space Patrol Uplands
Animals
Gun Combat (Rifle) 1
Investigate
Medic
Sensors
Survival
Vacc Suit
Zero G

NPC Roster.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sur</th>
<th>Sk</th>
<th>Ev</th>
<th>EvR</th>
<th>Adv</th>
<th>Sk</th>
<th>AS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>